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Abstract6

Now a day World Wide Web become very popular and interactive for transferring of7

information. The web is huge, diverse and active and thus increases the scalability,8

multimedia data and temporal matters. The growth of the web has outcome in a huge amount9

of information that is now freely offered for user access. The several kinds of data have to be10

handled and organized in a manner that they can be accessed by several users effectively and11

efficiently. So the usage of data mining methods and knowledge discovery on the web is now12

on the spotlight of a boosting number of researchers. Web usage mining is a kind of data13

mining method that can be useful in recommending the web usage patterns with the help of14

users? session and behavior. Web usage mining includes three process, namely, preprocessing,15

pattern discovery and pattern analysis. There are different techniques already exists for web16

usage mining. Those existing techniques have their own advantages and disadvantages. This17

paper presents a survey on some of the existing web usage mining techniques.18

19

Index terms— Web Usage Mining, Preprocessing, Web Log, User Navigation.20

1 Introduction21

ecently, millions of electronic data are included on hundreds of millions data that are previously on-line today.22
With this significant increase of existing data on the Internet and because of its fast and disordered growth, the23
World Wide Web has evolved into a network of data with no proper organizational structure. In addition, survival24
of plentiful data in the network and the varying and heterogeneous nature of the web, web searching has become a25
tricky procedure for the majority of the users. This makes the users feel confused and at times lost in overloaded26
data that persist to enlarge. Moreover, e-business and web marketing are quickly developing and significance of27
anticipate the requirement of their customers is obvious particularly. As a result, guessing the users’ interests for28
improving the usability of web or so called personalization has turn out to be very essential. Web personalization29
can be depicted as some action that builds the web experience of a user personalized according to the user’s30
interest.31

Generally, three kinds of information have to be handled in a web site: content, structure and log data.32
Content data contains of anything is in a web page, structure data is nothing but the organization of the content33
and usage data is nothing but the usage patterns of web sites.The usage of the data mining process to these34
dissimilar data sets is based on the three different research directions in the area of web mining: web content35
mining, web structure mining and web usage mining.36

Web usage mining is the type of data mining process for discovering the usage patterns from web information for37
the purpose of understanding and better provide the requirements of web-based applications. Web usage mining38
imitates the actions of humans as they interact with the Internet. Examination of user actions in communication39
with web site can offer insights causing to customization and personalization of a user’s web practice. As a40
result of this, web usage mining is of extreme attention for e-marketing and ecommerce professionals. Web usage41
mining involves of three phases, namely, preprocessing, pattern discovery and pattern analysis. There are different42
techniques available for web usage mining with its own advantages and disadvantages. This paper provides some43
discussion about some of the techniques available for web usage mining.44
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3 Literature Survey46

This section provides some discussion about several web usage mining techniques available today.47
The discovery of the users’ navigational patterns using SOM is proposed by Etminani et al., [1]. Huge amount48

of information are collected repeatedly by Web servers and gathered in access log files. Analysis of server access49
data can offer important and helpful data. Web usage mining is the technique of using data mining procedure50
for discovering the usage patterns from Web data and is targeted towards applications. It extracts the secondary51
information resulting from the interactions of the users through some period of Web sessions. Web usage mining52
involves three processes, namely preprocessing, pattern discovery, and pattern analysis. Provided its application53
possibility, Web usage mining has seen a quick raise in interest, from the research and practice area. The author54
used the Kohonen’s SOM (Self Organizing Map) to preprocessed Web logs for extracting the common patterns.55

Jianxi et al., [2] presented a Web usage mining technique based on fuzzy clustering in Identifying Target56
Group. Data mining is a process of non-trivial mining of inherent, previously unidentified, and highly R helpful57
data from very large quantity of information. Web mining can be defined basically as the usage of data mining58
procedures to Web data. Web usage mining is a significant and rapidly developing field of Web mining where59
many research has been performed previously. The author uses the fuzzy clustering technique for discovering60
groups that share similar interests and behaviors by examining the data gathered in Web servers.61

Nina et al., [3] suggests a complete idea for the pattern discovery of Web usage mining. Web site creators must62
have clear knowledge of user’s profile and site intentions and also emphasized information of the approach users63
will browse Web site. The creators can examine the visitor’s behavior by means of Web analysis and identify64
patterns of the visitor’s activities. This Web analysis includes the transformation and interpretation of the Web65
log records to identify the hidden data or predictive pattern by the data mining and knowledge discovery process.66
This result provides a great view coupled with the Web warehousing.67

Wu et al., [4] given a Web Usage Mining technique based on the sequences of clicking patterns in a grid68
computing environment. Examining user’s browsing pattern is an significant process of web usage mining. It69
can assist the web supervisors or creators enhance the web structure or increase the performance of the web70
servers. Mining on the sequences of such clicking patterns (MSCP) can be regarded as a data mining task.71
MSCP is generally an expensive procedure because of its significant quantity of time for computation and storage72
for archiving a large quantity of information. Running MSCP becomes ineffective or even not practical on a73
computer with restricted resources. The author discovers the usage of MSCP in a distributed grid computing74
surroundings and expresses its effectiveness by empirical cases.75

Aghabozorgi et al., [5] proposed the usage of incremental fuzzy clustering to Web Usage Mining. Currently76
wide increase of information on the Web has produces a huge quantity of log records on Web server databases.77
By using the Web usage mining procedure on this huge quantity of historical information can identify potentially78
helpful patterns and expose user access patterns on the Web page. Cluster analysis has broadly been used to79
produce user behavior pattern on server Web logs. The majority of these off-line procedure have the drawback80
of reduction of accuracy over time resulted of new users joining or modifications of pattern for present users in81
model-based techniques. The author presented a new technique to produce dynamic model from off-line model82
produced by fuzzy clustering. In this technique, users’ transactions are used periodically for modifying the off-83
line model. To this intend, an enhanced technique of leader clustering along with a static technique is used to84
regenerate clusters in an incremental fashion.85

[6] Personalized Web page recommendation is strictly restricted by the nature of web logs, the intrinsic86
complexity of the problem and the higher efficiency needs. When handled by existing Web usage mining methods,87
because of the existence of an large number of meaningful clusters and profiles for visitors of a usually highly rated88
Website, the model-based or distance-based techniques are likely to create very strong and simple assumptions89
or, on the other hand, to turn out to be highly complex and slow. The author designed a heuristic majority90
intelligence trchnique, which effortlessly adjusts to changing navigational patterns; with the low cost explicitly91
individuate them ahead of navigation. The proposed technique imitates human behavior in an unidentified92
environment in occurrence of several individuals working in parallel and it has the ability to predict with better93
accuracy and in real time the next page group visited by a user. This technique has been checked on real data94
from users who browse a popular Website of common content. Average accuracy on test sets is better on a 1795
class problem and, most importantly, it continues to be steady as the Web navigation goes on.96

Rough set based feature selection for web usage mining is proposed by Inbarani et al., [7].97
Web usage mining utilizes data mining methods to find out precious data from navigation pattern of World98

Wide Web (WWW) users. The necessary data is collected by Web servers and stored in Web usage data logs.99
The initial stage of Web usage mining is the pre processing stage. In the preprocessing stage, initially the related100
data is filtered from the logs. Data preprocessing is a important process in Web usage mining. The outcome101
of data preprocessing is related to the next stages like transaction identification, path analysis, association rule102
mining, sequential pattern mining, etc. Feature selection is a preprocessing stage in data mining, and it is highly103
helpful in decreasing dimensions, minimizing the unrelated information, enhancing the learning accuracy and104
enhancing comprehensiveness. The author presents a new technique for feature selection based on rough set105
theory for Web usage mining.106
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Jalali et al., [8] put forth a web usage mining technique based on LCS algorithm for online predicting107
recommendation systems. The Internet is one of the quickly developing fields of intelligence gathering. Through108
their navigation Web users provide several records of their action. This vast quantity of information can be a109
helpful resource of knowledge. Advanced mining techniques are required for this information to be extracted,110
understood and used. Web Usage Mining (WUM) scheme is particularly proposed to perform this process by111
examining the data indicating usage data concerning a particular Web site. Web usage mining can model user112
behavior and, hence, to predict their upcoming movements. Online prediction is a kind of Web Usage Mining113
application. But, the accuracy of the prediction and classification in the present architecture of predicting users’114
future requests systems can not still assure users particularly in vast Web sites. For offering online prediction115
effectively, the author provides advance design for online predicting in Web Usage Mining system and presents116
a new technique based on LCS algorithm for categorizing user navigation behavior for forecasting users’ future117
requests. The simulation result indicates that the technique can enhance accuracy of classification in the system.118

For providing the online prediction effectively, Shinde et al., [9] provides a architecture for online rec-119
ommendation for predicting in Web Usage Mining System .The author presents the architecture of on line120
recommendation in Web usage mining (OLRWMS) for improving the accuracy of classification by interaction121
between classifications, evaluation, and present user activates and user profile in online phase of this architecture.122

Zhang et al., [10] given an intelligent algorithm of data pre-processing in Web usage mining. Web usage mining123
is the kind of data mining methods to Web usage logs of huge Web data stores for producing results used in124
some parts like Web site design, Web server design, users categorization, creating adaptive Web sites and Web125
site personalization. Data preprocessing is a important process in Web usage mining. The outcome of data126
preprocessing are appropriate to the next process like transaction identification, path analysis, association rules127
mining, sequential patterns mining, etc. An algorithm called ”USIA” was proposed and its merits and demerits128
were examined. The experimental evaluation of USIA indicates the better efficiency and also it determines the129
exact user and session.130

Nasraoui et al., [11] provides a whole framework and findings in mining Web usage navigation from Web log131
files of a genuine Web site which has every challenging characteristics of real-life Web usage mining, together132
with evolving user profiles and external data describing an ontology of the Web content. Although the Web site133
considered is element of a nonprofit organization that does not sell any products, it was essential to recognize134
who the users were, what they looked at, and how their attentions modified with time, every one of which are135
significant questions in Customer Relationship Management (CRM). Therefore the author provides a technique136
for identifying and tracing growing user profiles. The author also illustrates how the discovered user profiles can137
be enriched with explicit data need which is gathered from search queries extracted from Web log data. Profiles138
are also enhanced with other domain-specific data features that provide a panoramic view of the discovered mass139
usage modes. An objective validation approach is also applied to evaluate the excellence of the mined profiles,140
in specific their adaptability in the face of evolving user pattern.141

Temporal Web usage mining includes application of data mining process on temporal Web usage information142
for discovering temporal navigation that illustrates the temporal activities of Web users. Clusters and associations143
in Web usage mining do not essentially have crispy boundaries. Hogo et al., [12] proposed the temporal Web144
usage mining of Web users on single educational Web site with the help of the adapted Kohonen SOM based on145
rough set properties.146

Along with the raped development of ecommerce, it is very essential to recognize the user access mode. By147
means of Web usage mining, the server log, registration data and other related data obtained from user access148
can be mined with the user access mode that will afford basis for decision-making of organizations. DeMin et149
al., [13] presented a SQL Server2000 based Web usage mining system and demonstrates with genuine instances150
on how to make use of DTS, T-SQL and other tools under SQL Server2000 to appreciate data transfer, data151
cleansing, user recognition, session recognition and further data pre-processing purpose, and demonstrates on152
how to utilize Online Analysis and Process (OLAP) and also the Data Mining (DM) under SQL Server2000 as153
to recognize mode discovery and mode analysis.154

A development of data preprocessing technique for Web usage mining and the information of algorithm for path155
completion are provided by Yan et al., [14]. After user session detection, the missing pages in user access paths156
are added with the help of referrer-based technique that is an effective solution to the problems occurred when157
proxy servers and local caching is used. The reference length of pages in whole path is changed by considering158
the average reference length of auxiliary pages that is predicted in advance with the help of maximal forward159
references and the reference length techniques. As confirmed by practical Web access log, the presented path160
completion technique efficiently adds the missing data and enhances the reliability of access data for more Web161
usage mining evaluations.162

Sophisticated data mining techniques are required for the knowledge to be extracted, understood and used.163
Baraglia et al., [15] proposed a Web usage mining (WUM) system, called SUGGEST, which continuously creates164
the suggested connections to Web pages of probable importance for a user. SUGGEST is proposed to effectively165
combines the WUM process with the regular Web server functionalities. It can afford valuable data to make the166
user’s Web navigation simpler and to enhance the Web server’s performance.167

Web usage mining is the application of data mining methods to huge Web log databases for the purpose of168
extracting the usage navigation. Conversely, the majority of the earlier studies on usage patterns discovery only169
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5 CONCLUSION

focus on extracting intra-transaction associations, i.e., the associations between items inside the identical user170
transaction. A cross-transaction association rule illustrates the association link between various user transactions.171
Jian et al., [16] uses the closure property of frequent item sets for the purpose of extracting the cross-transaction172
association rules from Web log databases. The approach and technical framework based on this technique is173
proposed and examined.174

A World Wide Web usage mining and examination tool called SpeedTracer, was created by Wu et al., [17]175
in order to realize user browsing pattern by investigating the Web server log files with data mining procedures.176
As the attractiveness of the Web has exploded, there is a powerful need to recognize user browsing pattern.177
Conversely, it is complex to carry out user-oriented data mining and analysis straightforwardly on the server log178
files since they inclined to be vague and deficient. With innovative technique, SpeedTracer initially recognize179
user sessions by rebuilding the user traversal paths. It does not need cookies or user registration for the purpose180
of session identification. User privacy is protected. Once user sessions are recognized, data mining techniques are181
then used to determine the very common traversal paths and groups of pages regularly visited simultaneously.182
The essential user navigation patterns are identified from the frequent traversal paths and page groups, assisting183
the understanding of user browsing pattern. Three kinds of reports are organized: user-based reports, path-based184
reports and groupbased reports. The author illustrates the design of SpeedTracer and shows some of its features185
with a little sample reports.186

Jalali et al., [18] proposed a novel technique for web usage mining and visualization that is based on the187
bio-mimetic relational clustering technique Leader Ant and the description of prototypes based on typicality188
computation for producing an efficient visualization of the activity of users on a website. The simulation result189
illustrates that it can effortlessly construct meaningful visualizations of typical user browsing patterns.190

Lee et al., [19] put forth a Web Usage Mining technique based on clustering of browsing characteristics.191
Guessing of user’s navigation pattern is a significant technique in E-commerce application. The forecasted result192
can be helpful for personalization, creating appropriate Web site, enhancing marketing strategy, promotion,193
product supply, getting marketing data, predicting market trends, and enhancing the competitive power of194
enterprises etc. The author makes usage of the hierarchical agglomerative clustering to cluster users’ navigation195
patterns. The prediction results by two levels of prediction model framework work better in general aspects.196
Conversely, two levels of prediction model experience from the heterogeneity user’s navigation pattern. The197
author enhances the two levels of prediction technique to attain higher hit ratio.198

Tzekou et al., [20] given an effective site customization technique based on Web Semantics and Usage Mining.199
The increased expansion of online information and the variety of goals that may be practiced over the Web have200
considerably enlarged the monetary value of the Web traffic. To knock into this faster growing market, Web201
site operators attempt to amplify their traffic by modifying their sites to the requirements of particular users.202
Web site personalization includes two big challenges: the efficient recognition of the user importance and the203
encapsulation of those importances into the sites’ design and content. The author analyzed the techniques for204
efficiently identifying the user likings that are secreted behind user browsing behavior and new recommendation205
technique is proposed that utilizes Web mining techniques for correlating the recognized importance to the sites206
semantic content, for the purpose of modifying them to certain users. The simulation result indicates that the207
user interests can be exactly identified from their browsing pattern and that the recommendation technique that208
uses the identified interests and provides better enhancement in the sites’ usability.209

Xidong et al., [21] provides a technique that can discover users’ frequent browsing patterns underlying users’210
browsing Web behaviors. Initially, the author proposes the technique of access pattern based on the user’s access211
path. Next, the author presents a revised algorithm (FAP-Mining) based on the FP-tree technique for mining212
the common access patterns. The novel technique initially builds a common navigation pattern tree and then213
extracts the users’ common access patterns on the tree. This technique is accurate and scalable for extracting214
the common browsing patterns with various lengths.215

Content adaptation on the Web decreases the existing data to a subset that contests a user’s anticipated216
requirements. Recommender techniques based on relevance scores for individual content items; particularly,217
pattern-based recommendation uses cooccurrences of items in user sessions to view any prediction about relevancy.218
To improve the discovered patterns’ quality, Adda et al., [22] presents a technique with the help of metadata219
about the content that they imagine is stored in domain ontology. This technique includes a dedicated pattern220
space constructed on top of the ontology, navigation primitives, mining procedure and recommendation methods.221

4 III.222

5 Conclusion223

The web is a very essential means to carry out business and commerce. So the design of web pages is highly224
essential for the system managers and web creators. These characteristics have huge impact on the number of225
users who access the page. Therefore the web analyzer has to examine with the data of server log file for identifying226
the navigation pattern. So it is essential for good understanding of the data preparation technique and pattern227
discovery method. Web usage mining systems will offer those techniques stated. This lead to support many228
researchers to provide their ideas in this field. There are several techniques proposed by different researchers for229
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the web usage mining with its own merits and demerits. This paper discussed about various techniques available230
for web usage mining.231

The evaluation of clustering performance can be carried out in an integrated manner for problems like link232
prediction and customer relationship management. It is obvious that enhanced cluster recovery provides highly233
accurate guessing of a Web user’s future visit if the user’s cluster can be exactly determined. 1 2 3234
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